The War of Independence
of Archivists

by ELI0 LODOLINI*
In 1970, Yves Perotin contended that archives and archivists have been objects of
contempt in the eyes of many members of the public;' indeed, he wondered
whether his use of the term "mepris" might be overly optimistic, because society
often treated them with complete indifference ("la plus totale indiff6rencefl).2
Comparing archives to libraries and documentation in general terms, PCrotin also
contended that the status of archives is being reduced, that of libraries is being
maintained, and that of documentation is being extended in all kinds of societies,
whether new or old, socialist or liberal, advanced, or developing.3
Even if we cannot share our French colleague's opinions - all the more so as
some of them were made in the context of the civil turmoil in France in 19684 they are undoubtedly evidence of a sense of uneasiness which often exists among
archivists and which in the past has called into question the value of archival work.5
According to a view rather widespread even among the so-called educated public,
archives are often associated with libraries or considered a simple instrument of
historical research. Consequently, archival science is either considered to be very
similar to the study of books or library science, or it is included among the disciplines described as being "auxiliary of history."6 The organizational structure of some
countries joins the administration of archives with the administration of libraries on
the basis of a supposed affinity between the two. I am not criticizing the bringing
together of all the institutions which manage cultural properties (archives, antiquities
and fine arts, libraries) under one government administration (ministry of culture or
analogous agency), but I d o consider it to be wrong to combine archives and
libraries in one administration as a consequence of their special affinity, because, in
the broad range of cultural properties, archives and libraries are, in my opinion, at
opposite poles. I consider it to be even worse to include archival material or
archival fonds among library materials or to subordinate archival institutions to
libraries or even - which is very infrequently the case - libraries to archives.
Examples of the inclusion of archival materials and archival fonds among library
materials occur to some extent everywhere. Sometimes, archival materials are
given to the care of a library because no archival institution exists. For example, the
preservation of the fundamental documents of the United States (the Declaration of
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Independence, Constitution, and fonds of the Continental Congress, etc.) was
entrusted to the Manuscript Division of the Library of Congress and not given to
the National Archives until 1952. In Australia, only in 1961 did the Archives
Division of the National Library gain independence as the Commonwealth Archives
Office, and the same happened to the archives of the various states of the Australian federation. In reference to the Australian situation, the American archivist
and archival scholar, Theodore R. Schellenberg, observed in 1954 that "while
libraries have often collected public archives, this practice is to be deprecated."7
In other places, the subordination of archives to libraries still exists or is even
created ex n o w . In Italy, for example, the regions have jurisdiction over libraries
and museums of municipalities and other public bodies within their territory, but
by law the national state asserts control over the archives of all Italian municipalities and other local public bodies. Some regions have recently avoided the consequences of the law by consigning their historical archives to the care of their
municipal libraries! Another significant example is offered by the structure of the
greatest international cultural organization, UNESCO, which has a department whose
three segments are listed not in alphabetical order but in a hierarchical order of importance: Department of Documentation, Libraries, and Archives (DLA) or, in French,
Dtpartement de la documentation, des bibliothkques et des archives (DBA, as also
in Spanish).g Moreover, from 1947 to 1978 its journal, UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries,
treated archives under the heading of libraries9 In 1979, the journal changed its name
to Unesco Journal of Information Science, Librarianship and Archives Administration,
but maintained the non-alphabetical order according to importance.
Yet another example may be drawn from what happened in Italy within the
movement to bring about a unique ministry for the management of all cultural
properties. Cultural properties had first been considered together in article 822 of
the Italian Civil Code which came into effect on 21 April 1942. In the studies and
proposals leading up to the establishment of the Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Properties in 1974, libraries and archives were constantly lumped together
and kept separate from other cultural properties. As part of this process, the Commission for the Protection and Exploitation of the Historical, Archaeological,
Artistic, and Environmental Heritage (La Commissione di indagine per la tutela e la
valorizzazione del patrimonio storico, archeologico, artistic0 e del paesaggio), commonly known as the Franceschini Commission after its chairman, was established
in 1964.10 The Commission was subdivided into eight task forces on as many subjects. One of these task forces treated the combined topic "Libraries and Archives"
(again in order of importance, not alphabetically).~lIn his introduction to the survey
of library and archival holdings, the coordinator of the task force observed that the
connections between the two "are so evident that it seems idle and inappropriate to
point them out."l2 However, he identified two points of commonality. First, the
common medium shared by archival and library materials (a matter, I think, absolutely beside the point). The second is more serious. He observed that "each category
of material gave birth in the course of time (a long time ago, at the time when the
invention of writing determined a turn of incalculable importance in human civilization) to two kinds of institutions, archives and libraries. Although originally
quite distinct, even chronologically, for we must consider that archives preceded
libraries, these institutions more and more assumed similar forms, not only for the
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internal, but also because of the external, character of objects they collect (writing
and paper), and in many other ways inherent in the historical development of the
objects (for instance, the influence of the manuscript or printed book on the archival
register and vice versa) and of the institutions themselves (for instance, in the methods
of arrangement and preservation)."l3
Leaving aside the statement that archives and libraries were created as distinct
institutions and then became more and more similar (in fact exactly the opposite is
the case, as Arnaldo d'Addario points out'd), I cannot accept either the concept that
archives "collect" materials (a collection of documents has nothing in common
with an archives) or the conclusion that methods of arrangement of archives and
libraries ever influenced one another. The method of arrangement of archives has not
and cannot have anything in common with the organization of materials in a library.
Furthermore, at a meeting of archivists and librarians that took place on
15 November 1965,15 the same coordinator of the task force on archives and
libraries said that the Franceschini Commission bore the substantial distinctions of
the two sectors in mind. However, he added, "it is clear that the affinity is undeniable
as appears even more clearly from their [archives' and libraries'] comparison with
other sectors of cultural properties, like archaeology, monuments, and environmental
properties."l6 To my mind, on the contrary, a comparison should reveal the affinity
between archival and archaeological properties and monuments, and the differences
between archival and library properties. I pointed this out many years ago in an article
directed to library colleagues.17 But, long before, the practitioners of the disciplines
of archival science and archaeology were coupled together by Benedetto Croce in
his well-known, contemptuous phrase "archivists and archaeologists, truly inoffensive and beneficial little animals."lg At least archivists were put in good company!
After the creation of the Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Properties, the
government created two commissions, one interministerial and one parliamentary,
to prepare the legislative text for organization of the Ministry. In both commissions,
the same forceful arguments were made about the existence of a stronger affinity
between archives and libraries than between archives and other cultural properties.
A famous jurist even stated that a property can be designated as being library or
archival depending solely on whether it is preserved in a library or archives.19
Unfortunately, it is true that archival documents and fonds are preserved in libraries,
but, because of this circumstance, they do not stop being archival and become
library property, just as the literary manuscripts of a library nature preserved in
archives do not thereby become archival properties. In either case, we are confronted
with properties which are not preserved in their proper place. It should be noted that
this can happen in Italy only by a breach of a precise law which prohibits the practice? The breach of one article of a statute law cannot modify the status of the
properties to which it refers. The problem of repatriating to archives and libraries
the materials which rightfully belong to them is not only a matter of putting things
in their proper place, but also one of adopting the proper methodology for each type
of material.
The methodological mistake of joining archives and libraries or, even worse, of
considering archives as part of libraries is officially described and codified in the
most commonly used library classification systems in the world.
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One of the two main versions of the decimal classification, invented by the
American Melvil Dewey in the late nineteenth century, is the Dewey Decimal
Classification. It subsumes archives and archival theory under the headings for
libraries and librarianship. In the Dewey Decimal Classification,21 zero indicates
general works. Archives and archival science come under classification 020, "Library
and information sciences." To designate archival science in this way reduces it to a
mere subset of another discipline.22 Even more disturbing is the organization of the
sub-headings of this classification. Sub-heading 025.1 is "Administration" (of
course, of libraries) which is further subdivided in 025.17 as "Treatment of special
materials." Among library special materials, 025.171 indicates "manuscripts,
archival materials, rarities," and 025.171 4 is "archival materials." Under the heading
"rarities" (025.171 6), there is the cross-reference "class treatment of rare archival
materials in 025.171 4," which clearly ignores even that archival material is never
"rare" but always "unique" by definition. In the index of the Dewey classification,
the entry for 025.171 4 shows "archival materials library tr[eat]m[en]t,"23 which
gives the false impression that archival materials must be handled according to the
principles of library treatment (and this would lead to the destruction of archives)
and that archives are part of libraries.
Other facets of archival science are included under other headings. The index entry
for "archives law" refers one to class number 344.092, which is "Libraries and
archives." Works about the archives of public administration would appear to come
under 350.714, but in fact it becomes clear that what is referred to is records management or the management of what in Italy would be called current archives. To add
to the confusion, works on records management are assigned to class number 65 1.5.
Subheadings of "records management" are "storage of original documents" (65 1.54)
and "storage of inactive files" (65 1.56) with the note "original documents in permanent (dead) storage." Part of archival economy (bindings, conservation facilities,
equipment, etc.) may be found under 690.515 ("archival buildings") and 725.15
("archival architecture").
The Universal Decimal Classification,24 although similar in name, has departed
considerably from Dewey's work. Here under class 02, "Librarianship," there is a
sub-class 025.17 (which is analogous to the Dewey 025.17, "Treatment of special
materials") dedicated to "Treatment of special materials (manuscripts, documents, cuttings, etc.)," terms all of a general nature, it may be noted. Archival material is
not specified.
Archives is instead assigned to class 65, "Management and Organization of
Industry, Trade and Communications," where 651 is "Office Management. Office
Practice. Office Work" and 651.5 is "Office Records. Arrangement and Storage of
Records. Dossiers. Files and Filing" (which is comparable to Dewey 651.1 for
"records management"). Its subclass 65 1.56 is for "Systematic recording of archival
information. Permanent files, archives" (Dewey's 651.56 is for "storage of inactive
files"). Finally, 651.565 is for "Distinction between permanent and temporary
records. Current and closed or dead archives." Remember that all this comes in the
class for industry, trade, and communication.
In class 72, "Architecture," there is the subclass "Buildings for Educational,
Scientific, Cultural Purposes" where 727.8 is for "Documentation, library and archive
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buildings." In the French version, 725.15 brings together "Palais de justice.
Tribunaux. Archives" (Dewey's 725.15 is for "archival architecture").
Archives also appears in class 93, "History," where 930 is "Science of History.
Ancillary Historical Sciences" and 930.2 is "History: methods of study based on
written sources, records, inscriptions," 930.25 is "Archivistics, Archives (including
public and other records)," 930.251 is "Archival techniques and organization.
Establishment and administration of repositories," 930.253 is "Archive repositories
and their contents," and, finally, 930.255 is "Archive lists and catalogues."
Therefore, in the Dewey system, archival science is part of library science, and in
the Universal Decimal Classification it is part of historical methodology. Neither of
the two classifications consider archival science as autonomous.
Books in libraries are catalogued on the basis of these two systems. In Italy, the
Bibliografia Nazionale Italiana, a monthly journal published by an agency of the
Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Properties, uses the Dewey system. One of
my books which treats only archives and archival legislation was classified by this
journal under library science,25 to be precise in sub-class 025.171 which I have
already mentioned.26
Of course, as archives and archival science are considered a sub-species of libraries
and library science, state archives in particular are considered a sub-species of state
libraries. The Bibliografia Nazionale Italiana classified the general guide to Italian
state archives27 under state libraries (027.5),28 despite the fact that the guide was
published by a separate division of the same ministry. Many other such examples
could be given.
After all, we must remember that the Dewey system was created in the United
States, where as long ago as 1912 a pioneer of American archives, Waldo G. Leland,
could point out that a gap existed between an avant garde library science and an
archival science still in its infancy in his country.29 In the United States, archival
science was long dependent on library science - and in large measure still is. In
1965, Theodore Schellenberg's well-known The Management of Archives30 was
published in the "Columbia University Studies in Library Science" series, and
devoted its first chapter to the subject, "Development of Library Methodology." There
are two other examples. In England, Sir Hilary Jenkinson gave the inaugural
archival course at University College in London in the School of Librarianship in
1947, which in that year became the School of Librarianship and Archival
Administration.31 Even in some recent international treaties, like the modification
of the concordat between Italy and the Holy See signed on 18 February 1984,
archives and libraries are inexplicably considered one thing.32
Archivists have never doubted the difference between their work and librarians'
work. Indeed, Giorgio Cencetti dedicated a specific study to the distinction between
the two as early as 1939.33 The basic difference between archives and libraries and therefore between the kinds of work and professional education of archivists
and librarians - derives from the fact that archives are an organic complex of documents created in the course of a legal-administrative activity, or at least a practical
activity, and therefore those documents are tied together by a necessary, primary,
and determined bond (a document by itself, to repeat, has no autonomy). The very
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circumstance that archival documents were created for legal or administrative
purposes and not cultural purposes gives them a special cultural value. In contrast,
a library is an aggregation of books, each of which was voluntarily created by the
author in order to communicate to people either information and knowledge or to
express feelings or for a general cultural purpose. A library is a collection of books
(each of which is fully autonomous and complete) and which was brought together
on the basis of some judgement or interest or according to some arbitrary criteria of
evaluation. An archives is the antithesis of a collection; it is involuntarily created
by some source as a natural consequence of its existence and operation, and mirrors
the administrative mandates, the way of functioning, and the bureaucratic practices
(and their changes) of the creating source.

T.R. Schellenberg devoted a chapter of his Modern Archives, published in 1956,
to the differences between archives and libraries as to holdings and methods
(Chapter 3). George S. Ulibarri observed in 1961 that the differences between archives
and libraries have been created by progress: "the differences between libraries and
archives have grown in proportion as the archival profession has refused to remain
subordinated to the library profession."34 In 1976, Frank G. Burke underlined two differences between archives and libraries: the fact that the guide to the work of
arrangement of archival fonds is the administrative structure of the source agency,
and the difference between methods of research in archives and libraries.35
In a review of the volume in which Burke's essay appeared, Urszula Rayska
observes that the authors "fail to answer the problems which the subject raises,"
and adds, "The historical fact that archives were often collected in libraries before
archive repositories existed does not mean that the practice of archive administration is just another form of librarianship." She speaks of "an inferiority complex from
which archivists have suffered for too long," and concludes: "it is certainly time for
archivists to abandon their defensive positions and to show that the differences
between archives and libraries are more than those between open and closed stacks.
Archive-library relations will best be served by the recognition of the separate characteristics of the two disciplines and not by librarians overstressing the similarities
or by continuing apologia from archivists on both sides of the Atlantic for the nonexistence of their legitimate ancestors."36 It seems obvious, however, that writing
began as the writing of practical documents and not of books, and that archives therefore antedate libraries, appearing first in the Near East in the 4th millenium B.C.,
then in Greece and Rome. There is no doubt, therefore, that archivists have "legitimate
ancestors" much more ancient than those of librarians. I quote the above sentences
of Rayska because they seem very interesting - like those of Perotin - even if
they come from premises quite different from those with which we are familiar.
In this vein, I recall Leland's statement to which I have already referred [n. 291;
I take note of the common American habit of using the term "manuscripts" to cover all
private archives (a usage which can cause confusion with the generic meaning of the
word "manuscript," which simply means handwritten), and I also point out the lack
of a specific professional qualification for archivists in Great Britain until 1929.37
In the Anglo-Saxon world, in spite of differences at the beginning, the distinction
between archives and libraries and their related personnel is now well understood
and considered desirable by archivists. Nevertheless, in Italy, there is a remarkable
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bibliography on the subject of the relationship between archives and libraries (with
a lesser reference to the relationship between archives and museums).38 It is difficult to understand why many librarians argue for the existence of a special affinity
between archives and libraries and between the education of the personnel of the
two types of institution.
Opinions which associate archives with libraries or with historical research are
also reflected in the structures of professional education for archivists. In the conclusion to his study of schools and courses for archivists in the Americas, Aurelio
Tanodi39 pointed out in 1975 that there are three primary tendencies. One is to entrust
archival education to a special school for the purpose. An example is the Escuela de
Archiveros of the National University of Cordoba, Argentina, founded and directed
by Tanodi himself, and in 1972 named by the Organization of American States the
Interamerican Center for the Education of Archivists. The other two tendencies
attribute archival education to schools for librarians and to history programmes.
An analogous dualism -between keeping archival education distinct and merging
it with library or historical education - can be found in a report published in 1985
by UNESCO. In a section dwelling on records management personnel, it is stated:
"The dichotomy between history and the social sciences versus library and information sciences as appropriate graduate education for archivists has been a subject
of discussion, particularly in the United States, where records management and a pragmatic approach to institutional concerns tend to overshadow traditional archival attitudes. Both have their place, however, and should receive due recognition, depending
on the focus and needs of the organization concerned."40 This position is a direct
consequence of an earlier statement to the effect that "archival education as a separate discipline has as yet no constituency of its own."41 This is an unacceptable conclusion. In Italy, for instance, for a long time archival science has been an autonomous
discipline taught in the universities. Eugenio Casanova began teaching archival science
at the University of Rome in 1925. Moreover, Italian state archives began instruction in archival science as an independent discipline at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. By contrast, Italian libraries do not yet have schools of library science,
although there are some [the earliest in the 1960s -ed. note] in the established universities. Librarians in Italy have wanted for a long time to create independent schools in
the libraries. For more than a century, the diploma of a school of archival science,
acquired only after the first degree, has been mandatory for Italian state archivists and,
since 1939, the same qualification has been mandatory for various categories of
archivists of non-state agencies. In contrast, librarians are not required to have any special postgraduate qualification. The Italian situation is therefore completely the opposite of that described by the UNESCO study. The Italian situation is not an isolated case,
because courses and schools of archival science have existed in many European countries since the last century and the teaching of archival science has acquired full autonomy.
As there is no common element between archives and libraries, other than their
belonging to the general category of cultural properties, so there is no common
ground between the curriculum of studies of archivists and librarians. In order to
undertake archival studies, it is necessary to know beforehand history in general
and legal and administrative history in particular, whereas the basic knowledge of a
librarian can be diverse. Even more divergent are the subjects of specific training of
the two professions.
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In this vein, it is remarkable that archival authors do not insist on the necessity of
knowing not only history but also law before starting specific studies of archives.
To have juridical knowledge, in addition to historical knowledge, has been indispensable for scientific activity in the field of archives, at least since the nineteenth
century when the principle was established according to which archival fonds must
be arranged reconstructing the original order of the component documents. As early
as 1919, Antonio Panella observed: "Classification by subject can embrace many
different branches of knowledge; respect des fonds, that is the preservation of
archival fonds in the order in which they were formed, implies only one, that of the
law, because, after all, each ministry, each magistrature, office, or corporation is
nothing other than a juridical organism."42 This statement is valid not only for the
archivist who arranges the archival fonds, but also for the researcher: "in the use of
the material one cannot help but refer to the history of the organisms, or better, of
the activity of the state in which they operated."43 Even in the United States, where
the phenomenon of union of archival and library or historical studies is most common, William J. Orr has advocated the independence of archival education from the
other two sectors,44 and Ruth W. Helmuth has observed that only "archivists should
teach archivists."45
In the field of historical study, it is common to conceive of archives as simple
instruments of historical research. Without searching any further, it suffices to note
that according to a ministerial report on the existing law governing the treatment of
archives in Italy, state archives should become "institutions dedicated to the science
of history."46 On the other hand, I feel that archival institutions, whether of the state
or otherwise, should foster only the science of archives.
I believe that, from the examination of the relationships between archival science
and history, we can conclude that they are two distinct sciences, even if reciprocally
useful (it would be unthinkable for an archivist to ignore history or law,47 and also
for a self-respecting historian to be unaware of how to do research in archives). The
pretension of some historians who consider archives to be a simple instrument for
their studies and archival science an auxiliary discipline of history seems doomed
to decay.
I started this essay by quoting the undoubtedly pessimistic opinion of Yves
PCrotin. I would like to conclude with a quite different quotation: the insightful
observations of Virginia C. Purdy, who describes not only the causes but also the
cure of what she calls "archivaphobia," a malady widespread among "colleagues in
the historical profession,"48 (I would rather say among the most unprepared of
them, for no serious historian has ever suffered from this disease) who would like
to find archival fonds arranged on the basis of the subjects of their research - that
is, hoping for an antihistorical regression of two centuries with a return to arrangement by subject typical of the eighteenth century - and provided with indexes or
even catalogues like those in a library. The cure of archivaphobia is very simple.
First, one must understand archival science and particularly the fact that a fonds
must be arranged according to the original order of the documents, that is, according
to the administrative structure of the source agency. Secondly, and as a consequence, research in archives carried out by a scholar of history or any other discipline must be done not by looking in finding aids for the subject that one wants to
study, but by starting from a preliminary knowledge of the offices competent for
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that subject and of the administrative procedures adopted by them, according to the
well-known principle that in archives one must not look for subjects but for institutions creating records bearing on the desired subject.49
The statement that the purpose of the work of the archivist is not to allow the
scholars of other disciplines to find documents useful to their research was first
suggested in the famous manual of the Dutch archivists Muller, Feith, and Fruin at
the end of the last century.50 This idea was sanctioned in Italy in the law in 1911.51
It is fully confirmed by Eugenio Casanova in his manual of 1928.52
I have many times stated that the archivist must not consider the interest (or, I
might say, the supposed interests) of the scholars of other disciplines, but must
exclusively follow the dictates of archival science, which is a science complete in
itself and possessing dignity equal to that of any other discipline.53 Therefore, in spite
of the "mCpris" of public opinion (PCrotin) and the "inferiority complex" of archivists themselves (Rayska), for this author, calling himself archivist is an act of pride.
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